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Abstract—We investigate deadline scheduling of independent
tasks on parallel processors with discrete frequency levels, when
the latency for frequency scaling cannot be neglected, a situation
that frequently occurs for streaming applications with soft real-
time requirements. We demonstrate that previous algorithms
for energy-optimal static scheduling of independent tasks are
non-optimal in this setting, and present a scheduling heuristic
based on bin packing with a cost function that takes latency for
frequency scaling into account. We evaluate our heuristic against
previous approaches with benchmark task sets and achieve energy
reductions between 3% and 13%. We further demonstrate that
for a concrete embedded multicore processor, the power budgets
for identical cores are varying with the number of active cores, so
that the processor looks heterogeneous from a power perspective.
We adapt our binpacking heuristic and demonstrate that for the
benchmark task sets, further energy reductions up to 4% can
be achieved. Keywords: Static Scheduling; Energy Efficiency;
Frequency Scaling; Manycore Processors

I. INTRODUCTION

Static scheduling of independent tasks or jobs onto par-
allel processors has been investigated since decades, both for
meeting deadlines and for meeting energy constraints. While
processors with frequency scaling have been considered as a
means to minimize energy consumption for deadline schedul-
ing, and optimal solutions and approximations are known [1],
the overhead for scaling the processor frequencies and the fact
that only a small set of discrete frequencies is available so far
have been neglected. One might argue that for sufficiently large
task sets and deadlines, the fixed time and energy overhead for
scaling the frequency once can be neglected, and that it might
be better to investigate more urging problems.

However, there are classes of problems — streaming
applications and Kahn Process Networks — that frequently
occur in practice and that can be modelled as a repeating
sequence of rounds, where in each round a set of independent
tasks is to be completed until a deadline [2]. Moreover, the
granularity of those applications often is such that a frequency
switch comprises a notable fraction of the time to deadline,
in the order of several percent. As frequencies from the above
solutions must be “simulated” by using surrounding discrete
frequencies available in the processor, frequency switches
occur each round, and thus comprise a notable fraction of the
runtime.

We present a scheduling heuristic for this class of problems
that takes the time and energy for frequency scaling into
account, and we demonstrate that our heuristic leads to reduced
energy consumption on a benchmark suite of task sets.

All of the above algorithms assume a homogeneous plat-
form, i.e. that all cores are identical. While we maintain
this assumption, we demonstrate with measurements from a

realistic embedded multicore that the power curve for each
core i (computed as the difference between running with i
and i − 1 active cores) is different. Thus, from a power
perspective, the platform is heterogeneous. We show how to
adapt our binpacking heuristic to this situation, hence the
heuristic is suitable to schedule for heterogeneous platforms
as well. Running the same benchmark suite of task sets as
before, we also demonstrate that the adapted heuristic leads
to energy saving both compared to previous algorithms and
compared to the heuristic assuming identical power functions
for all cores.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly summarize the necessary prerequisites
from energy consumption of multicore processors and from
energy-efficient static scheduling of task sets. In Section III,
we present our heuristic and show that it improves on previous
scheduling results. In Section IV, we present our experimental
results. In Section V, we present the power curves for the cores
of a concrete embedded multicore processor, and how to adapt
our heuristic to this situation. In Section VI, we present related
work and the differences to our approach. In Section VII, we
summarize and give an outlook onto future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

As our target architecture, we consider a multicore pro-
cessor consisting of p identical cores. We assume that a core
running at a frequency f executes a number of instructions
per second that is proportional to the frequency. For simplicity,
we assume that each instruction needs one clock cycle. The
dynamic power consumption of a processor core that runs
at a frequency f is dependent on that frequency and on the
voltage necessary to achieve that frequency. In order to be only
dependent on one parameter, and taking the relation between
those two parameters into account, we model the dynamic
power consumption of a processor core at frequency f as

Pd(f) = c · fα, (1)

where c is a core-specific constant, and where α normally is
taken from the interval [2; 3] [3]. As we only consider homoge-
neous systems in the sequel, we choose c = 1 for simplicity. In
addition, the processor core has a static power consumption,
that can be modelled as a constant, i.e. independent of the
frequency. As we consider a fixed number of processors in
our target architeture running for a fixed time, we can ignore
the static power consumption in the sequel for the purpose of
minimization.

While Eq. (1) looks like any frequency from a continuous
interval [0;∞[ could occur, in reality only a small number
of discrete frequency levels 0 < F1 < F2 < · · · < Fk is
available. As a core that is not switched off must run at least



at the minimum frequency level, we can consider the power at
that frequency level to include and thus “hide” the static power
consumption of that core, while the frequency f = 0 denotes
a switched off core. While it is possible to shutdown a core
during runtime and wake it up again [4], we do not consider
this situation because the shutdown and wakeup latencies are
in the order of milliseconds [5] and thus rather large compared
to the deadlines we consider. Thus, a core in our architecture
is either active or not active. As the active cores are used all
the time due to appropriate frequency scaling, we also do not
distinguish between power consumption under load and power
consumption in idle mode.

Beyond the cores, our target architecture comprises the
(on-chip) interconnection network between the cores, and
their connection to the outside world, mainly the memory
controllers. By interconnection we mean that the cores can
communicate directly via an on-chip interconnect with buffers.
As the interconnect and the memory interface typically run
at a fixed frequency, we ignore their power consumption
(for the purpose of minimization) and assume that the total
power consumption is the sum of the cores’ dynamic power
consumptions.

In general, energy is power integrated over time. For a
time interval [0;T ] where the power consumption is fixed, the
energy consumed can be computed as

E1(f, T ) = P (f) · T . (2)

Now consider a set of n tasks Ti, where each task com-
prises ti instructions. The tasks are scheduled statically, i.e.
prior to execution, onto the p cores of a multicore processor,
and each core executes the tasks assigned to it one by one. The
schedule must be such that all tasks are to be completed by a
deadline T . As the tasks are independent of each other, their
particular order on each core can be ignored for the moment.
Thus the schedule reduces to a mapping π : {1, . . . , n} →
{1, . . . , p} from tasks to cores. We only consider feasible task
sets, i.e. task sets for which there exists a mapping such that the
deadline can be met if each processor is running at frequency
Fk.

Streaming applications consist of a set of tasks, where all
tasks are active simultaneously, and communicate intermediate
results from task to task. A simple example is a chain or
pipeline of tasks in a producer-consumer pattern. As there are
typically more tasks than cores, there will be cores running sev-
eral tasks. As in [6] [7], we assume that communication occurs
in fixed size packets, and that tasks work in rounds, where in
each round a task consumes one (or several) incoming packet,
processes it, and forwards one (or several) packet to another
task. If we assume a scheduling point after the production of
a result packet, then cores with more than one task can use
a simple, user-level scheduler that selects tasks round-robin
if they are data-ready. Thus, the whole computation can be
interpreted as a sequence of scheduling rounds, where a (soft)
realtime requirement can be considered a deadline until which
a scheduling round is to be processed. If communication is
buffered, then a packet produced in one scheduling round will
be processed in the next scheduling round, so that within one
scheduling round, the tasks can be considered independent, so
that the problem which core should run which tasks can be

interpreted as a static scheduling/mapping problem as defined
above.

The results from the following paragraph were investigated
as a sub-problem in [1]. The load Lj of a core j is the sum
of the tasks’ instructions assigned to j under mapping π, i.e.

Lj =
∑
π(i)=j

ti .

If this core is run at frequency f , then the time to process load
Lj is Lj/f . If the core needs interval [0;T ], i.e. completes just
at the deadline, then the frequency necessary to process load Lj
on core j is fj = Lj/T . Note that for a convex power function,
it is best if the core uses the minimum possible frequency over
the complete interval [0;T ].

Thus, for a given mapping π, the energy consumption of
the multicore processor is

E = T ·
p∑
j=1

(
Lj
T

)α
.

As T is given, the minimization of E is achieved by minimiz-
ing the Lα-norm of the vector (L1, . . . , Lp).

While this problem is NP-hard, there is a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS) for it [1], and there is also a
greedy approximation algorithm (pre-sort tasks in descending
order of load, assign tasks one by one to the core with
the minimum increase in power consumption, i.e. with the
minimum current load) with a competitive ratio, e.g. 4/3 for
the L2-norm [8].

As there are only discrete frequency levels available, the
frequency fj of core j must be “simulated” by a linear inter-
polation. If Fi < fj < Fi+1, then1 core j is run at frequency
Fi during an interval [0;βj · T ] and at frequency Fi+1 for the
remaining time till the deadline. The parameter βj ∈ [0; 1]
must be chosen such that βj · Fi + (1− βj) · Fi+1 = fj , i.e.

βj =
Lj/T − Fi+1

Fi − Fi+1
. (3)

The energy consumed is then

E =

p∑
j=1

E2(Lj/T )

where

E2(f, T ) = E1(Fi, βj · T ) + E1(Fi+1, (1− βj) · T ) . (4)

Note that strictly speaking, we have to denote β(f, T ) in
Eq.s (3) and (4), however we avoid that for better readability
where the relation is clear.

To visualize the difference, imagine the energy curve E1(f)
for a cubic power function. Then E2(f) connects the points
(Fj , E1(Fj)) by a sequence of straight lines. These chords are
not far away from E1(f), as the curvature is not very high.

1If fj < F1, then the core is run at the lowest available frequency during
the interval [0;T ].



III. OVERHEAD-AWARE SCHEDULING HEURISTIC

The model from the previous section assumed that a change
of frequency occurs without time overhead, and thus does not
consume energy. Now assume that switching the frequency
from one discrete level Fi to another level Fi′ takes time ∆
and comprises energy E1(Fi,∆/2) + E1(Fi′ ,∆/2), i.e. as if
it would run for ∆/2 on Fi and for ∆/2 on Fi′ . During the
time of the frequeny switch, a core cannot process instructions
from the application load. Hence, this introduces an overhead,
because if a switch occurs, the time to process the load is
reduced from T to T −∆. Compared to the situation without
overhead, the parameter β in Eq. (3) would be smaller when
reducing T to T −∆, i.e. the core would have to run longer
at the higher frequency to compensate for the overhead.

We first demonstrate with two examples that taking the
overhead into account reduces the energy consumption com-
pared to the approach from the previous section. We consider
a divisible load L to be processed in time T on p = 5
cores. According to the previous section, each core gets a load
Lj = L/p and needs frequency fj = L/(p(T − ∆)), as this
frequency will be simulated by available frequencies Fi and
Fi+1, and the frequency switch needs time ∆. This situation
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b), we process the same load
but take the overhead for frequency scaling in account. Some
cores (bβpc) process load at frequency Fi, p−bβpc− 1 cores
process load at frequency Fi+1, and only one core processes
load at an intermediate frequency that must be simulated. As
the overhead from frequency switching is reduced from 5 cores
to 1 core, the energy balance is better.

As divisible loads are somewhat unrealistic, let us consider
n = 5 tasks with F2 ·T , F2 ·T/2, F2 ·T/2, F1 ·T/2, F1 ·T/2
instructions respectively, which are scheduled with deadline T
onto a machine with p = 3 cores and two frequency levels F1

and F2. If overhead is not considered, the norm is minimized
by mapping task 1 to core 1 at frequency F2, mapping tasks
2 and 4 onto core 2 at frequency (F1 + F2)/2, and similarly
mapping tasks 3 and 5 onto core 3 at frequency (F1+F2)/2. If
there is no overhead in frequency scaling, the latter two cores
simulate frequency (F1 + F2)/2 by running at F1 and F2 for
a duration of T/2, respectively.

If frequency scaling overhead is to be considered, then the
cores 2 and 3 must run for more than T/2 on F2 given the
previous mapping, to compensate the overhead. Alternatively,
the tasks 2 to 4 might be mapped such that core 2 gets
tasks 2 and 3 and runs at frequency F2, and core 3 gets
tasks 4 and 5 and runs at frequency F1. Then, no frequency
switching is necessary, leading to a better energy balance than
the scheme that was optimal under continuous frequency levels
and without considering overhead. Note that without overhead,
both mappings lead to identical energy consumption.

The overhead compensation above leads to the following
effects. As soon as a frequency f = Fi + ε is to be simulated,
even for very small ε, there is a jump in the energy because
due to the overhead, the core must run at least on frequency
Fi+1 for time ∆. Furthermore, if the simulated frequency f
approaches Fi+1, there will be a point when it is better to run
the core at Fi+1 all the time, because the remaining time at
F1 (without overhead) is smaller than ∆, so with overhead, it
would be spent with frequency switch, i.e. in Eq. (3) β(f, T )

Fig. 1. Processing a divisible load (a) according to previous section, (b)
taking frequency switch overhead into account.

gets small but β(f, T − ∆) < 0. These effects lead to an
energy curve for a single core as depicted in Fig. 2. This
curve is concave in each interval [Fi;Fi+1], but overall it is
neither convex (like the cubic energy curve without overhead)
nor concave.

Formally, the energy consumption of a single core simu-
lating frequency f with frequency switching overhead is

E3(f, T ) =


E1(Fi, T ) : f = Fi
E2(f, T −∆) + E1(Fi,∆/2)
+ E1(Fi+1,∆/2) : β(f, T −∆) > 0
E1(Fi+1, T ) otherwise.

(5)

To consider the frequency switching overhead, we re-
interpret the mapping problem as a bin packing problem. Each
core is a bin with capacity Fk, and its cost function is given
by Eq. (5). The tasks are the items to be packed into the bins,
so that the total cost is minimized.

Unfortunately, while there are special bin packing heuris-
tics for different sorts of cost functions such as concave
functions [9], there is no special heuristic to our knowledge for
such a function. Hence, we use a simple greedy bin packing
heuristic that assigns the items one by one (either with pre-
sorting in descending order of size or without), and packs



Fig. 2. Energy curves for simulated frequency f with and without frequency
switching overhead

Input: List of tasks Ti with workloads ti, where i = 1, . . . , n
Output: Mapping π of tasks Ti to cores Pj , where j = 1, . . . , p

Initialize workloads w[j] = 0 for all Pj

For each task Ti do
find core Pj∗ with cinc(j∗, i) minimal among cinc(j, i) for

all Pj where Ti fits, i.e. where (w[j] + ti)/T ≤ Fk

π(i) = j∗; w[j∗]+ = ti;

Cost increase function is defined as
cinc(j, i) = E3((w[j] + ti)/T, T )− E3(w[j]/T, T )

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for bin packing heuristic

each item to the bin where the cost increase is smallest. The
pseudocode for the heuristic is depicted in Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments we used a microbenchmark program to
evaluate the energy consumption of different schedules. The
workload of each job within a schedule is generated randomly.
The deadline is set depending on the total workload of a job
set, the frequency scaling overhead was considered 5% of the
deadline. In the beginning of the program the user can set
the number of jobs, the number of processing units (PUs) and
a seed value. The seed value is used for the generation of
the workloads. Then the jobs are mapped onto the PUs in
different scenarios. For a good general mapping, we used the
approximation to balance the L2-Norm and generate schedules
for continuous frequencies, for discrete frequencies without
any scaling overhead and for discrete frequencies with scaling
overhead.

As discrete frequencies the normalized values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8 and 1.0 are used. The schedules are generated first with
unsorted jobs and then with the same jobs, that are previously
sorted by their workloads. Thus there are six scenarios, that
calculate the schedules and energy consumption with the L2-
Norm. After that the program generates schedules with the help
of our bin packing heuristic. Here only the cases with discrete

frequencies and scaling overhead for sorted and unsorted jobs
are used. With these two cases there are eight scenarios in
total, that are calculated by the microbenchmark program.
For each generated job set, the program computes the energy
consumption of all eight scenarios. As power model we used
the simple cubic function f3.

For a good range of different schedules we set the number
of PUs to 2, 4, 8 and 16 and vary the number of jobs from 5
jobs up to 100 jobs with a stepping of five. Each test case is
repeated 1000 times with different seed values in a range from
10 up to 10000 with a stepping of 10. Thus we calculated for
each scenario 4 · 20 · 1000 = 80000 test cases in total. For our
experiments we calculate the average, maximum, minimum
and the standard derivation.

The results for the sorted job sets are always better then
the results for the unsorted job sets for the scenarios with con-
tinuous frequencies and discrete frequencies without scaling
overhead. For discrete frequencies with scaling overhead the
results for the sorted job sets are nearly equal to the results
for the unsorted jobs. In some cases they are slightly better,
in other cases they are slightly worse. Thus both solutions are
preferable. We used for our experiments the scenarios with
sorted jobs.

First of all we compare the results of the L2-norm with
continuous frequencies and discrete frequencies (with and
without scaling overhead). Fig 4 exemplary depicts the average
results of the L2-norm test runs for 4 cores. The results of
the other settings have the same tendencies. They only differ
slightly.

Fig. 4. Average energy consumption of the different schedules for 4 PUs
depending on number of jobs.

If we do not consider any overhead, the energy consump-
tion for continuous frequencies and discrete frequencies are
as expected nearly equal. This is a normal behavior because
curves for continuous frequency and interpolated frequencies
are close as explained in Section II. But if we also consider
the scaling overhead, we see that the mapping of the jobs with
the L2-norm leads to a notably higher energy consumption
(upper curve). This demonstrates that the L2-norm approxi-
mation, which is unaware of frequency overhead, consistently
underestimates energy consumption and thus is suspectible to
sub-optimal decisions.

Now we compare the results of the L2-norm test cases with



discrete frequencies and scaling overhead with the results of
our bin packing heuristic. To get a first impression, Fig 5 de-
picts the average energy consumptions for 4 cores, depending
on the number of jobs.

Fig. 5. Average energy consumption of the different schedules for 4 PUs,
depending on number of jobs.

We can see that for all cases the results of our bin packing
heuristic are notably better. The higher the number of jobs
the higher is the improvement of our heuristic. To get a more
accurate view, we also compare the results with different core
numbers. Fig 6 depicts exemplary the average results for 50
jobs for an increasing number of cores.

Fig. 6. Average energy consumption of the different schedules for 50 jobs
and different number of cores.

Also here the energy consumption with our bin packing
heuristic leads in all test cases to better results. The minimum
increase is around 6% (16 cores), the maximum increase
around 11% (4 cores).

However, all in all our bin packing heuristic leads to
more energy efficient results in comparison with the L2-norm
approximation in every situation. Depending on the number
of jobs and the number of cores the minimum increase for
all scenarios is around 3% and the maximum increase is over
13%. For a better understanding of the spreading of the results
we also calculated the standard derivation which is for all
scenarios and test cases in a range of 0,18% till 0,7%. So
the test cases are in total very homogenous.

Fig. 7. Power consumption of Exynox 4412 quad-core for different numbers
of active cores and different frequency levels. Measurements courtesy of
Simon Holmbacka, Abo Academy.

V. PROCESSORS WITH HETEROGENEOUS POWER
FUNCTIONS

So far, we have assumed that all cores of a multicore
have a similar power consumption at similar frequencies, as
the cores are identical. However, when we look at the power
consumption of the quad-core Exynox 4412 system-on-chip
based on the ARM Cortex-A9 core for different numbers of
active cores and different frequency levels, as depicted in
Fig. 7, we see that this is not true in practice. If Ptotal(j, f) is
the total power consumption of j active cores at frequency
f , then the power function for each core j ≥ 2 can be
derived as Pcore(j, f) = Ptotal(j, f) − Ptotal(j − 1, f), and
Pcore(1, f) = Ptotal(1, f). These power curves are depicted
in Fig. 8(upper), normalized with the maximum power value
to achieve a range of [0; 1]. Even if one subtracts 2.775 Watt
from the power curve of core 1, so that its power consumption
at 200 MHz matches the power of core 2 (the subtracted power
might be attributed to the rest of the system-on-chip and to
static power), as depicted in Fig. 8(lower), we see that the
power curves are still notably different, with core 1 consuming
almost twice as much as any other core. Thus, from a power
perspective, even a symmetric multicore chip might look like
a heterogeneous system.

Fortunately, the bin packing heuristic from Sect. III can be
adapted to also cover this situation. The heuristic uses Eq. 5
which in turn uses Eq. 2. One can simply extend the number
of parameters of these equations by the number j of the core
on which the respective load is to be scheduled, so that in
Eq. 2 the corresponding power function Pj can be used.

Figure 9 depicts the energy results of the experiments from
Sect. IV (cf. Figs. 4 and 6), only that the energy computation
for the resulting load distributions was done with taking
the different power curves in mind. Furthermore, the figure
comprises a curve for the energy of a workload distribution
computed by using the adapted bin packing heuristic.

One first sees that, as in Sect. IV, the bin packing heuristic
leads to lower energy consumption than the L2-norm balancing
heuristic. One also sees that taking the difference in core power
consumption into account when constructing the mapping with
the bin packing, the adapted bin packing heuristic saves up to



Fig. 8. Core power curves derived from Fig. 7. Upper: direct difference.
Lower: a priori subtraction of power for rest of chip.

further 4% of energy.

This result also indicates that the new heuristic can also
be used for platforms with heterogeneous cores. While the
additional savings seem small, we note that the degree of
heterogeneity is also not very high. For cores that are really dif-
ferent, the power curves (normalized by executed instructions)
might look much more different, so that we expect higher
savings.

VI. RELATED WORK

One aspect to improve the energy efficiency of a parallel
program can be reached by scaling the frequency (and voltage)
dynamically during the runtime (DVFS). Especially in task
and job scheduling it has been studied for a lot of different
fields and platforms like for example embedded systems, real
time systems or superscalar processors or multiprocessors [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14] [15]. Usually the focus is only set to
continuous frequencies or it is set to the different discrete
frequency levels and which frequency one should use in which
situation. But the scaling overhead, (in time and energy) that
occurs for the frequency scaling is mostly neglected due to the
small fraction of time and energy that is spent in those scaling
phases. However there are situations where the consideration
of the scaling overhead is important, like for example in
streaming applications.

Pruhs et. al. [1] present a speed scaling algorithm for
tasks with precedence constraints. They try to minimize the
makespan on the one hand or the total energy on the other

Fig. 9. Average energy consumption for load distribution varying with job size
n for p = 4 (upper) and core count p for n = 50 (lower), and heterogeneous
power curves for cores.

hand. As energy function they use the cubic function f3

and they do not consider any scaling overhead. In contrast
our bin packing heuristic includes the scaling overhead and
can be used with any power function, that is monotonically
nondecreasing.

In [16] an energy efficient policy for embedded clusters is
presented. Xu et. al. focus on discrete frequencies and they use
a threshold scheme for short-lived workloads that change very
often. Here the node waits for a specific time before it changes
its frequency. Thus they consider the time as scaling overhead.
But the energy is not considered. Our bin packing heuristic
considers both the time and the energy that is consumed by
the frequency (and voltage) scaling.

Mazouz et al. [17] present a frequency transition latency
estimator (FTaLaT). Here the frequency is chosen depending
on the current phase of a program. Programs mostly have
both, CPU intensive phases and memory intensive phases.
Thus sometimes the CPU should run on a high frequency and
sometimes it could run on a low frequency to save power. The
frequency scaling is ignored in small memory intensive re-
gions, because the scaling overhead (in time) would be higher
then the length of the memory phase. They evaluate their
estimator with micro-benchmarks on different Intel machines.
They show that the transition latency varies between 20 and
70 microseconds. In our heuristic we include the time for a



frequency switch as percentage value of the deadline (e.g. 5%).
Also, we select frequencies so that an application meets a
certain deadline, and not according to program phases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the overhead for frequency scal-
ing influences the energy consumption from statically sched-
uled sets of independent tasks, if the time to switch frequency
is non-negligible compared to the deadline. Furthermore, we
have motivated that there are application classes where this
occurs in practice. We have presented a scheduling heuristic
based on bin packing that generates schedules that achieve
lower energy consumption compared with previous schedulers
by taking the frequency scaling overhead into account. In
addition, we have extended this scheduling heuristic to realistic
multicore processors where the power functions of the cores
may differ, although the cores themselves are identical. Thus,
the heuristic also seems suitable for heterogeneous platforms.
The evaluation indicates that taking the different power curves
into account leads to further energy savings.

Future work will comprise to integrate our scheduling
heuristic into a mapping design flow for streaming applica-
tions, and to take into account the possibility to switch off cores
temporarily if they are not needed for some time. Also here, a
notable overhead is involved, which seems to be hundred-fold
larger than for frequency scaling (both on embedded processors
and on desktop type processors), so that mixing the two options
remains a complex problem.
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